Dearest Community
What a year lies behind us! Never before have I been so challenged
to find a place of inner balance and freedom, as the phenomena
of untruth, manipulation, and fear come to meet us on every side.
Thus, I value the guidance offered in Kiki Sanne’s contribution to our
Newsletter on ‘The Question of Resilience in Shifting Times’.
We have reached Advent, a time of inward preparation for Christmas
and the Holy Nights, a time, which I understand, to be an image for the
birth of the higher ‘I’. It is also a period, to be grateful to the many individuals who have awoken this potential that lives in us all, and to come
closer to the being of Love that bestowed this possibility upon humanity. It is a victory of inwardness over materialism which weighs upon us
so heavily now.
In Peter Selg’s talk ‘Exploring the Mystery of the Earth in the time of
Covid’ and so thankfully captured for us by Charles Hugo, the consequences of this materialism are described so graphically.
Peter Selg’s talk then ends and lifts us with the powerful words:

“Taken on a purely horizontal level there is no hope.
Anthroposophy is the source of hope and it is our task to create
hope. We must bring a vision of the human being and become
an example of this being who is the cosmic source of light,
music, life, and of warmth. More than ever, we need to fulfil
this potential and develop personal relationships.
We must create this activity within our society and find
solutions within the given situation.”
Towards this vision of hope you can read Liz Smith’s report on the
Butterfly Art Projects’ Michaelmas Conference, Adrienne Milne’s
words recalling our Members Day ‘To Meet and be Met’ and the new
impulses happening up in Johannesburg.
May this Newsletter’s rich content, gathered from so many contributions, help warm our way forward together into 2022. May we
let anthroposophy heighten, widen, and deepen our souls so that
together we stretch into new, awakened thoughts, feelings and deeds;
that we with loving will become creative in the world and with others.

Caroline Hurner
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“Taken on a purely horizontal
level there is no hope.
Anthroposophy is the source of
hope and it is our task to create
hope. We must bring a vision of
the human being and become an
example of this being who is the
cosmic source of light, music, life,
and of warmth”

Peter Selg

Anxiety and
Courage
The Butterfly Art Project’s
Michaelmas Conference
28 – 30 September 2021 – Reflections by Liz Smith
“The Butterfly Art Project’s Michaelmas Conference
has been unbelievable!” I enthusiastically shared with
Caroline Hurner soon afterwards. “I have been blown
away by this group of people. Pondering afterwards
and dwelling on the quality that was achieved I realized it was attainable because many of the participants
already have ‘a practice’. It’s a very subtle thing, I don’t
know if they even know they have a practice, but
there is such depth of reflective quality, and seeking,
and awakeness and community on so many different
levels. What a treasure it was to be able to work with
these wonderful people,”
The Conference took place in the beautiful grounds of Michael Oak
School over the three days around Michaelmas addressing the very
real theme of this time: the courage we are being asked to develop if
we are not to give way to the anxiety that so easily arises, and which
many feel daily, as a characteristic of the times we are living through.
Each morning around 60 ‘BAPsters’, Community Art Facilitators
trained by BAP from all parts of Cape Town and beyond, interested guests, teachers from the New Muizenberg School, young
volunteers from Germany and our group of seven invited facilitators gathered in the hall where Angela Katschke lit the candles and
read the en-couraging words of Rudolf Steiner: “We must eradicate
from the soul all fear and terror of what comes towards us out of
the future….”, followed by his morning prayer seeking the support
of Micha-el. This was followed by the delight of ring time. Guided
by Tine Bohm we created ‘rippling rhythms through the air’ with all
120 arms and hands miraculously moving in unison as red and blue
beanbags found their way around the large circle (and sometimes
around ourselves!) without too many of them landing on the floor.
Building on the warmth of community so created Christine Goodall
led us in singing with an energy, confidence and joy that was contagious and brought us to such heights while keeping our feet firmly
on the ground. Joyous songs in languages that flexed our minds
and tongues. Subtle music sung in rounds. Sometimes a single tone
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finding relationship with other single tones to hang in the space
above and between us as an exquisitely harmonious whole. We felt
as if we were in heaven! Once, into the space where the now silent
tones were still suspended a beautiful young man could not help but
let out a resounding “Yo!” of wonder and appreciation.
Of note was the quality of listening and inner participation in the
big groups and plenaries, a notoriously difficult space in which to
maintain an aliveness as any facilitator well knows. I now see that
the time given to bringing our whole selves, body, soul and spirit,
into the collective space through the above rhythmical and artistic
activities contributed hugely. (We adults need ring time too!) This
could be experienced in the rapt attention paid to Michael Grimley’s
finely crafted morning talks, rich in both the shared vulnerability of
his personal struggles and stories of teaching as well as in the powerful Michaelic pictures and spiritual truths he planted so firmly and
artfully, as a living resource, in our imaginations. This inner activity
was evident even at day’s end when I guided the group to review
their experiences through what Goethe terms, “exact sensorial
imagination.”
An important anchor throughout the full and varied days were the
small and consistent groups that met each morning to practice
observation and text study. This gave the opportunity to get to know
a few individuals better and to have deep and intimate conversations
sparked by Steiner’s lecture extracts and subsidiary exercises, carefully chosen by Angela and Michael. Observing one thing ever more
deeply over three days, (ranging from Table Mountain and a tree to
art works and the planetary seals) exercised our ways of seeing and,
where it was done in groups, helped us to see more, through the
eyes of others, thereby developing a new relationship with the world
around us. Afternoons were devoted to a smorgasbord of practical
workshops: personal development through the art of conversation,
social eurythmy, clay work, therapeutic form drawing and music.
Even though we facilitators may have offered the same workshop
each day they were never the same because each new constellation
of participants brought their own unique character and slant enabling me, for one, to learn something new each time.

but for the widening community of people it serves. A community
that cuts across the stereotypical and historical divides of race, gender, education, income and religious and spiritual affiliation. A community of brave and committed people working at the most local
of levels providing and supporting havens of beauty and goodness
where children can grow, in often the harshest and most unbeautiful of environments, and who recognize that to do this work requires
treading a path of inner development. As such the Butterfly Art
Project’s conference is itself a haven, an intentional time and space
for both soul-spiritual enrichment and collegial relationship building,
thereby deepening the organisation’s own internal practices (such
as their regular observation sessions of a child’s drawing with Shona
Saayman) and sharing these more widely with their associative community. As I told Caroline, “After three full days I felt so energized and
filled with such hope to know that this work is happening.” Especially
as at present I am involved in the process around the closure of the
Community Development Resource Association, who for decades
held such a space for thirsty souls, being itself founded on the two
essential and reciprocal pillars of social practice – our own inner
development and that of our relationships with others and the world
around us.
So, thank you Angela for inviting me onto the facilitation team and
for holding the reins so lightly! Thank you, Zaid, Nicky, Angelique,
Dirk and the rest of the vibrant and vibey BAP team who organized
the conference with such care, professionalism and beauty in every
detail, right down to the surprise musical interlude at the end. It was
a pleasure and a privilege to work with you all. It is no small thing
in our society and a tribute to the warm, inclusive and respectful
space you so artfully enabled that in the final gathering, a young person of colour could exclaim to an older white facilitator, and a priest,
nogal, on discovering that Richard and Christina Goodall were married, “You’re a couple!? You’re the coolest couple!!” And I think we
all agreed that it was the ‘coolest’ conference because from what I
heard from others they, like me, went away with souls full, hearts
en-couraged and a Michaelic resolve in their step.

More than just a fixture in the calendar of the organization, The
Butterfly Art Project Michaelmas Conference is a beacon of light in
what seems to be a darkening world, not just for its own members
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Tribute to
Gerhard
Scheepers
28/5/1956 – 23/8/2021
By Etienne Bruwer
HOW MANY TIMES DOES AN ANGEL FALL ?
Badly injured in an automobile accident on August 23 2021,
Gerhard Scheepers passed away after an interregnum of three days.
He was 65.
Gerhard was the third of five children from an Afrikaner family headed up by a wayward homoeopath doctor father. Among
his strong-willed, individualistic siblings, Gerhard was the shy one.
Deeply melancholic, he was a neat and diligent student and school
swimming champion. This athletic young man then had to contend
with the results of having contracted polio - which partially atrophied
the left side of his body. He was also a child of the seventies and
his exposure to drugs led him to a process of recovery at Camphill,
where he encountered Anthroposophy, in which he quickly found
a fount by which to live. So from his 19th year, Anthroposophy was
central to his life. He maintain a steady engagement with reading,
writing, reflecting and meditating daily - copious notes in the margins of his library collection attest to his grappling with its astounding ideas, insights and perspectives; he would read, reread, annotate,
memorize - persisting until he could imaginatively form the concepts and find the correlations between the many diverse aspects of
Anthroposophy’s vast oeuvre.
After Camphill, he went on to study architecture at Wits University
and became a member of the church of Lazarus (Christian
Community in Johannesburg), where he became involved in building the entrance gates and sculptural wall. He loved the sacraments,
describing his listening to them as ‘a chiselling away of all that was
non-essential’ in the realization of human individuality in Christ.
Whilst practising architecture, he was also attracted to poetry, and
sculpture (working mainly in clay) - an activity that brought him in
contact with artists, musicians and other architects of organic and
sculptural design.
Now, three months since his passing, among the many impressions
that remain, his unique ‘take on things’ stands out most poignantly.
His biggest battle - and source of regret and self resentment – was
the loss of willpower in his thinking. To come together, things took
time, thoughts and threads often had to be re-tethered, and hence
he would often take the trouble to write and flesh out what had
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been too much to render coherently in speech. Years of working
and conversing together now seem Rembrandtesque; like being
with a living canvas, pervaded by an unblack darkness, illumined by
blossomings and shafts of light that would emerge and speak from
behind the dark. Shadow and light mingled in him as perhaps in no
other.

the vein of his stream-of-consciousness forebears; political dissident Ingrid Jonker (‘The child is not dead’), and Sylvia Plath (whose
epitaph reads ; ‘Even amidst fierce flames, the golden lotus can be
planted’). As in their poetry, the sacred and the profane intertwined
in his. In Gerhard’s poems, a third strand - that of occult knowledge weaves in.

Verlange

What Gerhard had lost by way of boundaries and force of will also
brought about a certain fluidity. Also, the way he would express
himself left the impression that despite the ravages of his tragic life,
the inner child remained intact, his sense of wonder undiminished.
Quietly adept at imaginative picture forming, a romantic spirit who
sought the muse, his intuitive abilities allowed him to seek truth
unflinchingly, and to draw surprising inference; if one made space
for him to speak and listened carefully, there were fresh and oft
startling perspectives and observations of connections between
sense-perceptible phenomena, or behaviours - and all that shapes
it from beyond. Unselfish in his research and unassuming in manner,
he would rather come to poignant questions during conversation, and then, days later, revert to present carefully considered and
selected feedback. He never gave (me) work that he was not willing
to do himself.

The topics of death and music often entered conversation. He loved
David Bowie’s last songs, delivered hours before Bowie passed away.

Vervoer my na stee van Atlantis

Although he never left these shores, he was a journeyman in the
spirit no less. Whilst attending an Art of Being course with Karen
Rootenberg, he became reconciled to his karma, came free from
substance dependence, and finally found the courage to ‘go’ where
his life had taken him. Overcoming all fear of death and darkness,
his journey was one in the initiatic tradition of katabasis – a descent
into the chthonic aspects of existence, there seeking the kind of light
that comes out of darkness. Gradually his life turned around. Seeds
planted in a long winter started to germinate – to which a steady
output of poetry in English and Afrikaans attests. His poems are in

From ‘Lazarus’;

‘ look up here.....I’m in heaven.......I’ve got scars that
can’t be seen...I’ve got drama, can’t be stolen......this
way or no way,...... you know, I’ll be free, …..just
like that bluebird......now, ain’t that just like me?
…..Everybody knows me now
And from ‘Black star’; ‘

How many times does an angel fall ?
Part of a letter sent shortly before his accident contained a quote
from Rudolf Steiner’s lectures on the future of healing by doctors and
priests;

The Christ leads downward and upward,
creating spirit-man in earth humanity.
Rest in peace, Gerhard.

Die see speel wel met my verlange
Die see spoel deur my verlange
Waar albumien mense dobber
Blindsiende waggend as modder
Op die hemel stem wat woel
Aan die ontwikkelende saad gevoel

Longing
The ocean beckons my longing
Courses through my longing
transports me to my standing in Atlantis
Where albumen people buoyed
The sighted blind as mud awaiting
Heaven’s voice’s stirring
at the seed-developing feeling
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Address at the
funeral of Sigrid
Quednau
6th March 1937 - 25th August 2021
Rev. Richard Goodall.
Dear family and friends of Sigrid,
When we think about Sigrid there are probably two main characteristics that stand out above all else; on the one hand her great strength
of character, of movement of body of mind and of opinion of accent;
and on the other hand her fine sensitivity and appreciation of music,
of composition and tone and movement and also of the growth and
development of children. All of this was accompanied by a wonderful sense of humour. She could dive into life with great enthusiasm
and at the same time was an astute observer of what was going
on around her which she seemed to see through a tremendously
humorous filter.
What we are doing today in this funeral service is facilitating her transition from this fullness of life in her physical body to a completely
new experience of life in the spirit without the benefit of being able
to rely on her physical body and her physical senses. Much of the
service is a plea on her behalf that she come to experience all that
surrounds her now and that wants to help her to move on; and that
she can “weave the eye of the soul to perceive the world of spirits”.
Completely new and different non-physical organs of perception
are needed for this which we can only bring into being through our
love of the spirit. Prayerfully turning to her with our love and with our
memories is of great help to her in finding her way into this very new
and unfamiliar sphere of existence.
Sigrid was born on 6th of March in 1937 in Hannover and was the
youngest of three children. Later they moved to Erfurt where she
spent most of her childhood. Growing up in war torn Germany
of course had a great effect on her and in the course of the war
the family moved to Austria and then back to Germany where she
landed up in the Waldorf School in Hannover and later in Mϋlheim.
Despite the war she had a happy childhood during which she was
particularly close to her brother Volkwart who was very protective
of her. Together they would get up to all sorts of pranks like running
down a hill with an open umbrella and trying to fly (which I am told
actually worked in her case!).
She managed well at school but gave her teachers a hard time –
especially her eurythmy teacher. This she would later remember.
Her love of music was also awoken in these early years and she took
piano lessons for a while.
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Surprisingly she decided to study eurythmy herself after school
which she did in Köngen under Else Klink. After her training she
taught at various Waldorf Schools in Germany and was then unexspectedly hired by the managing director of a big steel works in
Herne. This man was an Anthroposophist who offered the children of
his workers an education which was half In a Waldorf School and half
in the practicalities of being a steel worker. Sigrid was hired to take
these children for eurythmy lessons. These were tough children and
it is probably here that Sigrid forged her style of no nonsense teaching. She managed them well.
Her life took a whole new direction in 1969 through Brigit Wegerif.
Brigit, who had trained together with Sigrid and who had been
teaching here at the Constantia Waldorf School and wanted to take a
sabbatical year, asked Sigrid to come to Cape Town to stand in for her
for the year. Sigrid, who was always open for a new adventure readily
agreed. The moment she arrived she fell in love with the warmth, the
beeches, the sunshine and the openness of the landscapes and the
people of Southern Africa; and so she never left.
She lived below the Rabinowitz’s pottery at Eagles nest where she
had a wonderful view of the mountain. She steeped herself in the
world of eurythmy here in the Cape, into the cultural life that Cape
Town had to offer, and into the natural beauty of the whole country. She also read copiously and loved Agatha Christie novels. She
loved drama, she loved opera, she loved art, and above all she loved
the concerts at the city hall every week in season. She was also
very knowledgeable about this all. It was here that she got to know
her dear friend Laslo Bohr who played the oboe in the Cape Town
Symphony Orchestra. When Eagles Nest was eventually sold she
moved to Laslo’s house in Hout Bay.
Above everything else Sigrid immersed herself in the study of
Anthroposophy, Eurythmy and the world of Waldorf Education. She
stopped teaching at the Waldorf School when she was asked by
Cecelia Beckenstein to help her to establish a eurythmy training in
Claremont. There they worked together for
many years together with others. After the Kairos eurythmy school
opened and became established at the CCE, Sigrid decided to go
back to the Waldorf School where she continued to teach until just
a few years ago. Alongside the school work she also gave two adult
classes a week.
Sigrid was a wonderful story teller and told her stories with the flair
of a true actress. She was always beautifully dressed. She held very
strong opinions and her abrupt manner meant that she was often
not understood. She was strong minded and adventurous with a
great sense for fun but at the same time was very private. She was
also brutally honest and at the same time very generous.
It is quite astounding to think of the positive impact that she has had
on the development of many hundreds of children and also adults
during the course of her 50 years of involvement in eurythmy and
education here in Cape Town.
We can look back at her biography with deep gratitude and now
turn our attention to helping her to find her way ahead into on a new
adventurous journey into the world of spirit. Our loving thoughts and
prayers will help her on her way. Go well dear Sigrid.

Tribute to Sigrid
Quednau
By Paula Megaw
The Eurythmy School on Columbus Road was down the road from
my suburban childhood home, and often I would take a slight
detour on my bike from school just because I liked to experience the quality of the place as I passed by. Sigrid Quednau was
a revered “background” figure for most of my life; but it was in
the last three years of her life that I came to know Sigrid well. It is
with deep gratitude for the many encouraging conversations, and
her incisive, enlivening and abiding “Know Thyself” attitude that I
write this.
Quality is a word that is not far from the tongue when thinking about Sigrid – and it comes in a clear voice with powerful
consonants and a sharp German accent. Sigrid knew that every
individual had the capacity to rise to Quality, and she knew the
life-affirming, vitalizing, deepening effect of striving towards quality in any discipline. Her admiration for Class 12 project achievements comes to mind, and her sincere and generous praise and
encouragement for the students in whom this striving was
evident.
Her deep appreciation of quality, and her reverence for beauty,
were not theoretical, did not come out of a book. They came
directly out of her own experience and as such, were alive,
refreshing, and endlessly inspiring. I attended her adult classes
both as pianist and as eurythmy participant, and I recall how several well-known pieces of music came to new life for me through
Sigrid’s genuine, living personal connection with them. The
way she lived into a melody enabled it to manifest in an unusually nourishing way; there are several pieces – most notably one
of her favourites, Chopin’s C minor Nocturne opus 48 – which I
appreciate in a new way after having worked with her. She experienced the music through a deep and vibrant soul infused with
knowledge and wisdom and an uncompromising experience of
herself. Her understanding of the human soul and spirit allowed
the music to speak to what it was meant to speak to; in other
words, she opened up space for direct soul-spiritual experience,
far removed from the intellectual or the banal. This brought the
material alive in such a way that it inspired a renewed uprightness
and sense of life in those taking part in the lessons.

Individuality. Her often humorous, always candid voicing of her
perception of these hindrances may have come across as cutting
or critical; I came to know her motives as always loving, always in
the best interests of each person’s development as a full Human
Being.
Underpinning her upright elegance, formidable character, and
beautiful clothes, lay a real humility. This expressed itself as
much in her love of the arts, her service to and deep interest in
Constantia Waldorf School and her lifetime’s service to Eurythmy,
as in her genuine and selfless interest in all the people who came
into her life, all of whom she saw as individuals and treated as
such. She reverently admired anything worthy of reverence and
admiration in people. Also, it was as if, by being such a strong
individual herself, her recognition and respect of the individuality
of others gave them the hand-up to stand strong, take courage,
and take form.
Sentimentality was not much present in Sigrid; but integrity,
strong will, and above all love of and service to life, beauty and
humanity defined her. I am deeply grateful for having had her as a
background pillar of my childhood, and for now having her in the
foreground as a profound, ongoing inspiration in my life.
Spirit Triumphant! Flame through the impotence of faltering, fainthearted souls! Burn up egoism, kindle compassion, so that selflessness, the lifestream of humanity, may flow as the wellspring of
spiritual rebirth! – Rudolf Steiner

The words Uprightness and Individuality come to mind alongside
Quality. Sigrid was not afraid to recognize – in herself and others – the hindrances in the way of a person’s expression of their
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Exploring the
Mystery of the
Earth in the
time of Covid by Dr. Peter Selg
kindly written up for us by Charles Hugo
On the 8th October, Peter Selg gave a Zoom lecture to a little more
than 200 people around the world. He followed much of what he has
recently compiled into a book “The Mystery of the Earth - Essays in
the Time of Coronavirus”, available from Steiner Books.
At the outset, Peter said that he does not pretend to posses the full
truth and that his presentation is only an attempt to find the right
direction with modesty and tact.
I have given this write up four headings by which to help us navigate
this lecture:

MAN – ECOLOGY:
This first vista is the view of ecology. The destiny of the Earth is more
and more bound to Mankind. Although Mankind is de facto now
the main determining factor of the constitution of the Earth, he is
not taking responsibility for the whole Earth. He is causing natural
events but does not recognise himself to be the cause. It is not just
carbon dioxide (outer cause), but his whole attitude. This situation
causes great confusion. Here expansive capitalism, without respect,
has been a driving force but, additionally, the related enterprises of
biotechnology and biological weapons. These are both immoral and
exploitative interventions in nature.
So, the source of pandemics is the destruction of the Earth and the
implication that animals / nature can’t live as they did before. This is
an opening for the creation of new pathogens.

THE SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY:
A second vista is then our internal attitude. A central care for the
truth, and respect and care for animals, especially as a source of our
nutrition, is totally absent. The absence of this concern in man led
Rudolf Steiner to say that epidemics are not far away and some are
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system. The requirement that we be vaccinated multiple times, or
keep on having to be vaccinated, also further creates an ego weakness of dependency. In Berlin 30% of intensive care patients have
been double-jabbed.
Rudolf Steiner had also said that the coming culture of biotechnology will penetrate deeper and deeper into the human organism. We need to strengthen people through developing focus and
sharp attentiveness in in the sense of anthroposophical meditation.
Individual self-protection is further fostered through the cultivation
of the sense of the inner value of life and a sense of destiny.

CREATING HOPE
Taken on a purely horizontal level there is no hope. Anthroposophy
is the source of hope and it is our task to create hope. We must
bring a vision of the human being and become an example of this
being who is the cosmic source of light, music, life, and of warmth.
More than ever, we need to fulfil this potential and develop personal
relationships.
We must create this activity within our society and find solutions
within the given situation.

THE UNFREE SOCIETY
Rudolf Steiner’s outline of the constitution for the anthroposophical
society can be found as a model for society. We need to continue to
try to create archetypal models.
in preparation (i.e. 100 years ago). The pain (and lack of care) that we
inflict on animals creates parasitic spiritual beings.
We have for a long time had a culture (especially as driven by economic forces) where truth is seen not to be the main concern. We
now have a culture of lies, and so there is no longer a bridge from the
moral world to the physical world.
Fuelling a self-fulfilling prophecy is the deliberate, singular repetition and fear-focus of the mass-media. It can be seen that this is
intentional and co-ordinated. Here it is the cultivation of fear, the
enforcement of outer authority (“Science”) and the creating of social
conditions out of its dictates: social distancing, masking, isolation and
the digitalisation of the masses (driving man into exclusive interaction via technology). These, together, keep the “I” of man weak and
diminish his immune system. Rudolf Steiner had said 100 years ago
that egocentric thoughts of fear, especially before sleep, draw in
destructive forces especially as microbiological processes. There was
an enormous wave of this in the presentation of, for example, images
of masses of coffins on T V.
What weakens people is a culture of fear based on materialism.
It is, at the same time, known that the mortality of those without social relations is higher than those who smoke or are obese.
These known facts are somehow not regarded as “system relevant”.
It is interesting that, when the Churches were closed at Easter, that
the priesthood didn’t try to promote or lay claim to this “fellowship-need” as an equal requirement for the health of the human
being. It seems that more effort was elicited from the artistic community in staking out a claim for the need for artistic expression for mankind’s health – as a real factor, not just a nice-to-have.
The general situation is still a predominance of materialistic life habits (an orientation towards comfort) and the ego drive for wealth.
Rudolf Steiner has already said that these orientations lead to a disposition towards illness, as it weakens one’s etheric forces in this life and
the next.
As far as vaccination is concerned, each person should decide out of
their individual freedom, against the background that, through vaccination, we lose ego-potential and therefore weaken our immune

Our society at present is a medicalised society. Doctors and therapists do not operate in or as a free culture. Health is not a private
matter but a public issue. Since the beginning of the 18th century
medicine has become a state issue, part of a political system, and is
now controlled through the insurance industry.
The corona-crisis is being directed by virologists who are not from
the medical, but from the biological field, and so medicine is dominated by specialist fields. The corona-crisis is a completely previewed
situation, the plans for which were produced 21 years ago and the
plans are being followed in every detail. It was, for example, specified
that there would be only one authorized communication channel.

“Although Mankind is de facto now
the main determining factor of the
constitution of the Earth, he is not
taking responsibility for the whole
Earth. He is causing natural events
but does not recognise himself to be
the cause”

The proclamation is that things are being determined by a unitary
science, but there is not only one science, it has always been pluralistic. The revolutionary character of the scientific paradigm, as articulated by Koen in the 1980’s, has been obscured, as there was a shift
back towards a normative science.
Medicine is not a free profession, as hospitals are paid according to
their declared number of corona patients and there are no good
medical clinics anymore because they are directed by economic and
material forces which are controlling the system.
Anthroposophical doctors have done excellent work and produced
good results in the corona field but it is not in the news.
At the outset, China’s handling of the problem was in public view. It
became popular and promoted the use of surveillance, apps and no
private or secure data. It takes a lot of willpower to collect data, survey and control people en masse.
It is because the problems facing the world are so enormous that
people like Claus Schwaab produce a vision of a great reset.
These visions are very different from those of Anthroposophy
and it is also widely known that the measures taken are creating
more impending disaster/harm than the crisis itself. It has also
become widely known that the rich have profited enormously during
this period.
We are in the middle of tremendous social transformation.
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Questions
Around
Resilience in
Shifting Times

In the refugee camp in Beirut where 10 000 people and more live
on one square kilometer I meet a Muslim mother whose husband is
beating her and the 6-year-old son is starting to do so too. Due to
stigma in the community she has no one to speak to.
When our team meets her she says she wants to kill herself and the
children and breaks into tears. Through a moment of grace where I
am able to stand in my own balance, I am moved to first leading her
into taking deep breaths, then into a series of movements which go
from contraction to expansion and then into finding one inkling of
joy in a second of a tiny smile from which we build, by feeding a few
positive thoughts. We end by connecting internally to the original
shine that she once experienced as a child.
These were the basics we could ‘leap back’ to in the short time we
had. Although I had to leave her with the awareness of her need to
find someone professional to help her, she left with a smile that day.
How can we become the ‘Hollow Bone’ mentioned in Native
American teachings through which the Higher can flow and to which
you can connect in balance? How can we get to the “Not I, but the
Christ in me?”

by Kiki Sanne
When we feel low and depleted we wish we had more
resilience. But what is resilience? Apparently, it is from
the Latin word ‘salire’ = to leap and ‘re’ = back. Resilire1
can also be translated as ‘to recoil’ or to retreat’. And
somehow I see some ‘silentium’ = silence in this word
too. This begs the question: what are we leaping back
from and what are we leaping back to?
Is it possible that it is balance? From out of balance, we leap back to
balance to be resilient. What then is that balance that we can leap
back to?
Is it that part in us, that vertical stream, that connects our body to the
spirit world in this earthly life? Is it that force that aligns thinking, feeling and willing?
In any case, it seems that what we need to leap back to is a stream
of energy in flow between the Earth pole and the heavenly pole just like a tree is alive when the sap can flow through its xylem and
phloem of the stem.
If we don’t feel resilient, if we don’t feel we can leap back, then what
did we choose not to keep in balance and in flow? What, that holds
us in uprightness and resilience, do we not take care of?
Is it the body, our vitality and physical make up? Is it our emotions,
our psycho-social make up? Or is it our thoughts and biographical
individuality that we haven’t consciously taken care of so that we can
leap back?
Do we keep that body in movement? Do we keep to rituals which
give us certainty and align us with the rhythmic cycles of the Earth
Mother? Do we listen to what nourishment our body wants?
Do we take time to embrace our emotions as information from the
soul? Do we allow feelings of aliveness and heart or have we allowed
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ourselves to become hardened shells? Do we feed anger, worry and
greed or seek feelings of reverence, joy and gratitude? Are we thrown
around by our emotions like a ship in the storm, or do we let them
come, notice them and let them go again? Are our emotions maybe
even fed by our thoughts?
Have we allowed our thoughts to get out of balance and tip us to
one side? Do we allow our daily non-stop thoughts to dictate who
we are? Have they become the master or are we still able to think,
feel and be something bigger than that, something that we can leap
back to?
Can we open ourselves wide to something infinite, by - at the same
time - going deeply in and expansively out? Can we connect to that
to which we can leap back? Can we connect to that part in us which
is truly us, here on earth and which is connected to where we came
from and will go to again?
The circle of human beings around us needs us, standing in our
guided power. Our movement into the world should ideally come
from a source of strength that we can leap back to and our creativity
from a place of love and beauty.
It is good to remember the basics: breath, rhythm, movement, care,
connection and reverence.
It is crucial that you know what these look like for you and you are
invited to take a moment to really ponder this.
And then you can ask: what prevents you from being in balance?
What do you need to take care of? Who and how do you ask for
help? How do you connect to yourself and to higher guidance and
trust it for your resilience?

Take a deep breath in, fully aware of where it comes from and feel
the aliveness of your body standing grounded and upright on
Mother Earth. As you exhale this ‘prana’ out into the world, swinging
into it, while at the same time holding your own balance to which
you can leap back, feel the connection. Does it give you strength?
Do you find you can swing or ‘leap back’ to a balanced self, connected horizontally to the world and vertically to a world of spirit and do you feel you can do it again and again?
I want to leave you with an image that I read in a book by
Chokecherry Gall Eagle: Imagine seeing the sun being eclipsed by
earth, so that you kind of only see a corona of light, with a black disk
blocking it from view, from every angle. This sun could be spiritual
light and the black disc represents the blockages that we experience
while living in body states: matter, unawareness, material thinking,
duality etc. Then we can only see the glimmerings of the corona and
cannot perceive the Light in its full glory. Maybe it is time to actively
free ourselves from this state, turn to the Light and seek to let more
Light through.
A feeling of resilience will be with us when we breathe in a new
impulse for movement with inner quiet and connected strength
each new dawn.
Resilience is with us when we are able to deeply and actively connect to “the ground, the foundation of everything that lives - LOVE” ²
¹ www.wordsense.eu
² Love and Its Meaning in the World; R. Steiner; GA 143
We met Kiki Sanne when she came down from Johannesburg to
participate in the Emergency Pedagogy training in 2019. She was
the able soul who translated the lecture given by Bernd Ruf at our
ASSA Annual Conference. Kiki recently returned from an intervention at Lebanon, where she worked with an international team of
Emergency Pedagogy without Borders.

“Having grown up deeply connected to the German forests and my Shetland pony, nature remains my no.1 healer.
Connected to this is my for love Native American wisdom.
When I moved to South Africa after completing my degree as
a teacher in agriculture and English, I fell in love with the wild,
vast spaces, the animals and the silence of nature. I realized
that if we humans want to continue living with God’s beloved
creation, Earth, Nature and its inhabitants then we need to
support each other to live in states of connection, expansion,
love and peace.
Horses have taught me about embodied communication,
feeling and timing. The bush and Native American wisdom
have taught me about observation, awareness and silence.
My travels have taught me to explore, engage and interact.
My teachers for inner journey work have taught me to listen
to our imagination, inspiration and intuition. And exposure
to deaths within my family and Emergency Pedagogy have
brought awareness of trauma, and anchored the anthroposophical perspective of humankind”
www.thechc.org.za/kiki-sanne

It is my wish to awaken
us all to joy, peace
and the beauty of life’s
mysteries while becoming a
benevolent, creative part of
the sacred whole
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Thank yous

News from Johannesburg Society

THE FOUR ETHERS
Polarity and Gender
Talk & workshop led by

Library – Barbara Herbert and Linda Merrett who have been so supportive in their role as members of the Library Mandate. And Hanna
Hack who faithfully, on the last Saturday of the month, becomes our
volunteer in the library

School of Spiritual Science Class Holders, Christiane, Joan, Silke,
Bernard, Martin, Michael and Wilfried , each dedicated, learned and
humble servants of the Michael School.

Linda, for your tireless proof reading!

Development Group Mandate, Hanna, Cecilia, Richard and Vernon
thank you for your perseverance and holding the vision for our proposed building project.

Cyril Coetzee

Newsletter, Cecilia Solis-Peralta, thank you for all your exceptional
design work and website updating.

On the weekend of 15th & 16th October, 20 of us in Johannesburg
enjoyed the company of Cyril Coetzee. We explored the four ethers
through a mix of art reflection, drawing with charcoal, group discussions, with the main lecture on the Friday night.
The drawing exercise included using lemniscates to illustrate how
formative forces work in every part of the human anatomy. We also
spoke about the issues of gender identity which are so prevalent
today - especially in young people.

ASWC Committee, Cecilia, Craig, Linda and Wilfried who hold the
ethos of our work together and are always ready to give support in
making decisions on all the running matters however large or small.
A particular thank you must go to Craig Tilsley, our Treasurer.

Debbie, we thank you for your efficiency in the office and your
unique warmth and heart wisdom which you share with those you
meet.

Ed Fox, for your mentoring with the maintenance and for repairing
our damaged library books.
Naureen Ngumbeca, who quietly and with such penetration cleans
our premises each week.
Emma, Adam and Sihle and more recently Cyril and Sophia
our tenants, who each bring their unique quality to the life of
‘Sophia House’ plus all the many tasks they do for the house and
garden weekly.

Image used to Advertise The Four Eithers

Ludmilla, accompanied by Abel on the piano, helped us experience
the ethers through Eurythmy. “If we do Eurythmy we experience
that we do not move in a vacuum but are surrounded by forces and
elements,” Ludmilla explained. “The life ether, the force behind the
earth weighs us down. Water, whose force is the tone ether, also
leads us down but in a spiralling or meandering way. Light ether, the
force behind the air, spirals up. Fire with the help of the warmth ether
carries us up and up. That is what we tried to experience during the
Eurythmy session.”
We thank both Abel and Ludmilla for the Eurythmy. And we thank
Cyril for making the time to come and lead us in this talk and
workshop. We look forward to hosting him again in the not too distant future.

A BIT ABOUT JOHANNESBURG BRANCH:
The new committee that was formed from the AGM held in May this
year, has brought a fresh and exciting energy into the Johannesburg
branch. The committee members are: Telana Simpson (Secretary);
Helen Katsikas (Treasurer); Ludmilla King and Michaël Merle. This
has led to study groups forming, a ‘Community News’ WhatsApp
group, and more talks being held. We are also in the process of a
series of gatherings with our members to discuss our vision for the
Johannesburg branch going forward.
The study groups include two groups that are looking at The
Leading Thoughts, and also a long standing one that is working
with The Foundation Stone. Another one of the long term study
groups is currently using WhatsApp (which started in lockdown)
to continue their work on their study of Michael in an attempt to
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further deepen their understanding of what is revealed out of “the
signs of the present times.”
There is also a Zoom study on The Knowledge of Higher Worlds every
Monday night, which is open to anyone interested in learning about
Anthroposophy through this book. It is led by Michaël Merle, and we
have people from all over the country and overseas participating.
The library is also inviting people to come and talk about books over
a cup of coffee every Friday morning, and we extend the invitation to
Cape Town and National members to join our Zoom study or join the
library’s “Books & Coffee” if you are ever visiting Johannesburg on a
Friday. Contact our Secretary, Telana Simpson for more information on
0837302979 or her email being anthroposocietyjhb@gmail.com.

Kairos Eurythmy Students and teachers at their end of year
sharing 19 November 2021
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To Meet &
be Met

The place of the Arts within
Anthroposophy
report by Caroline Hurner

a Members’ Day
at Sophia House,
Saturday 25th Sept 2021
by Adrienne Milne
I was considering calling this piece “groundhog day” where we all
come out from the isolation of our burrows (which can be difficult
to leave), see each other, and then possibly return underground for
another few months. However, at the close of the morning during
the plenum, Liz Smith spoke this poem by Rumi which, together with
this wonderful day, inspires us all to ‘keep awake’ and stay present
with each other:

The breeze at dawn has secrets to tell you.
Don’t go back to sleep.
You must ask for what you really want.
Don’t go back to sleep.
People are going back and forth across the doorsill.
Where the two worlds touch.
The door is round and open.
Don’t go back to sleep.
WELCOME IN THE GARDEN
At the opening of the day Caroline welcomed us to Sophia House’s
Spring garden with an image of “why the birds sing”. Rudolf Steiner
answered this question in his fourth lecture from “The Cycle of the
Year”, 3 April 1923. The birds sing to send their song into the cosmic
expanses creating an etheric stream upward, and on that stream the
spiritual world can respond, sending down their blessings that fructify the earth. Similarly, he said, Festivals establish a similar communication, a union between earth and heaven. Caroline asked that we
consciously let our activities of the day stream to the heavens that
they may bless our work, supporting us in reaching towards a future
which we strive to create as a reality.
Anette Bestwick then, with the most joyous humour, took this image
further leading us in a children’s song with actions heavenward, for
which she added a special verse for us:

Spring is coming, Spring is coming, we are gathered once again
Weave together our endeavours, so that love and peace may reign.
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CONVERSATION WITH AN IMAGE
We then moved to the Group Room where, in the centre of the floor,
colourful postcards met our eyes. All 25 of us then sat and were led
into a process with Joan Sleigh. She created a profound mood out of
which to ‘listen in’ to the images and to one another with the following poem:

Solemnity and Risk
I listen without knowing
If what I hear is silence
Or God.
I listen but don’t know if I’m hearing
The echo of the empty expanses
Of the attentive consciousness
Which from the edge of the universe
Sees and deciphers me.
I know only that I walk as one
Who is watched, loved and known
And that’s why I place in the smallest act
Solemnity and risk
by Sophia de Mello Breymer Anderson (1919-2004)

We were invited to pick up a postcard that ‘spoke’ to us. In pairs, one
talking, one practising attentive listening, we described what we saw.
Turning to our second partner we spoke of what touched us about
our choice and considered if it had relevance to what we are individually and collectively facing today. Encouraged by Joan we then
gave ‘our card’ to a person of our own choice in the circle. Then, with
our original partner, we shared the message that this new card gave
to us. Joan’s final question: “Does something in this card inspire you
to add to your abundance or add abundance to the ASWC?” A deep
question and one worthy of carrying.
All in all this was a heart-warming way of engendering conversation
and meeting.

After tea, Cyril Coetzee opened this wonderful topic, giving us rich
and stimulating input. He began by bringing the theme of polarities before us with the aim of pointing us towards the ‘new balance’
that is possible between them. One of these polarities was Steiner’s
conception of the two ‘eternal sources of art’. Steiner gave them the
contemporary names of Impressionism and Expressionism, thus
widening the scope of the meaning of these terms beyond their
common art-historical usage. The Impressionist (and Goethe is, for
Steiner, an example) lays hold of the creative lawfulness perceived as
active in the forms and workings of external nature, dislodging these
potentialities and artistically tapping into them. The Expressionist
on the other hand draws on the ‘visionary’ source springing from
within his own soul, William Blake being an example. The danger of
Impressionism is that it may harden Ahrimanically into a mere copying of outer forms of nature rather than meeting its task to release
the potential behind outer forms. The danger for the Expressionist is
to preconceive or merely ‘illustrate’ inner spiritual visions rather than
to allow the inner imagination to gradually clothe substance while
artistically fashioning it with a feeling for its inherent qualities. These
two ‘dangers’ Steiner called the two ‘original sins’ of art. The correct form of Impressionism , if we can rise to it, is related to Intuitive
Knowledge whilst the correct form of Expressionism is related to
Imaginative Knowledge. The balance between the two sources of art
may be found in a third impulse: the impulse of true Inspiration.
Cyril also brought to our attention the polarity which Friedrich
Schiller brought: the sense drive and the form drive and how,
when they are balanced, a new drive is awakened—the play drive.
Schiller described this drive as having the ability to allow us to realize our highest potential where we can reach the enhancement he
called living form – and not be held in either of the two poles of
form OR life. This reminds me of ‘Living thinking’ that we are so
consciously trying to strive towards.
Part of the beauty of Cyril’s contribution was that he continuously
invited us to participate in exploring this theme - so that the room
grew steadily filled with questions and lively contributions.
I came away with a deepened awareness that, in our task as anthroposophist to explore and embody Science, Art & Spirituality, the
place of the Arts is central, being a balance – an essential fulcrum
where we may develop ourselves towards living form, both flexible
and still enough, in order to meet one another – to serve as bridges
of love and beauty, that spirit may come to earth and earth to spirit.
“Art is a continuous setting free of the human spirit; it
also educates humanity about how to act out of love”
Rudolf Steiner

We then all shared lunch followed by a full yet efficient AGM. At the
close, when we shared our wishes for the future, there was born a
strong intension that the ASWC host a ‘Youth Day/Morning’ next year
- a time when inspired individuals lead experiences from the various
vocations springing from Anthroposophy.

“The first light of Advent is the light of
stones. Stones that live in crystals, seashells,
and bones.
The second light of Advent is the light of
plants. Roots, stem, leaf, flower and fruit by
whom we live and grow.
The third light of Advent is the light of
beasts. Animals of farm, field, forest, air and
sea. All await the birth in greatest and
in least.
The fourth light of Advent is the light of
humankind. The light of love, the light of
thought, to give and to understand.”
Rudolf Steiner
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Taken on a purely horizontal level
there is no hope. Anthroposophy
is the source of hope and it is our
task to create hope. We must bring
a vision of the human being and
become an example of this being
who is the cosmic source of light,
music, life, and of warmth. More
than ever, we need to fulfil this
potential and develop personal
relationships.
Peter Selg
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